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APSS HISTORY

NEEDLE EXCHANGE

APSS has been practicing harm reduction in

Removed over 1.3 million needles for safe

Regina since 1985 through our HIV/AIDS client

disposal and distributed over 1.4 million new

care and support program, the Queen City

needles with an exchange rate of 92%

Needle Exchange, Community outreach and

Had 5213 Harm reduction conversations

Engagement and now our new Opioid

Distributed over a million safe substance use

Overdose Prevention Program

supplies
Distributed 17,678 meals

OPIOID OVERDOSE
Prevention and reversal

OPIOID OVERDOSE
PREVENTION PROGRAM

From April 2020- March 2021 we have out 2382

Client Care Coordinator- Meets one-on-one

Naloxone Kits

with clients to offer housing, financial, and

49% of those kits were used in an overdose,

social supports

reversing the overdose in 1208 people

Education Coordinator- Provides Naloxone

We lost 21 clients did last year

Training, Trainings and Education in substance

In April alone we gave out 170 naloxone kits. Of

use, addiction and harm reduction

those 75 were replacements for kits used in

Peer support had dozens of harm reduction

overdoses

conversations and provided over 50 resources

What we need from you.
PLEASE ENTER INFORMATION IN THE CHAT BOX

NAME
AGE
GENDER

TO ENSURE YOUR
PRIVACY THE CHAT BOX
HAS BEEN SET TO HOST
COMMUNICATION ONLY.

ALL INFOMATION IS CONFIDENTIAL.

What are going to talk about?
What is harm reduction?
Thinking about substance use outside of binaries.
What is an overdose or accidental drug exposure?
What are the signs and symptoms of an overdose?
What is Naloxone and how to use it?
Steps to follow during an overdose
The Good Samaritan Drug Overdose Act

What is Harm Reduction?
Meeting people where they are at.

Harm Reduction
• Harm reduction refers to the policies, programs and
practices that aim to minimize negative health, social
and legal impacts associated with drug use, drug
policies and drug laws
• Grounded in social justice and human rights- it focuses
on positive change and on working with people
without judgement, coercion, discrimination or
requiring that people stop using substances as a
prerequisite for support.
• Examples: safe consumption and overdose prevention
sites, needle and syringe programs (that’s us!) nonabstinence-based housing and employment initiatives,
drug checking, and overdose prevention and reversals
(also us!)

Harm Reduction and Alcohol
When we think about harm reduction we rarely think
about the practices, regulations and policies already
well established for drinking in our society
Alcohol harm reduction examples:
• Safe and Supervised Consumption: Bars and
restaurants, supervised teenage drinking and drug use
• Safe Supply: Regulations on potency, production and
ingredients
• Government funding: funding for ‘drinking responsibly’
and drinking and driving campaigns, publicly funded
transportation during large drinking events, etc.

‘Harm’ is not a universal experience
While most populations use substances at similar rates those who experience
discrimination also experience more substance related harms. This is because
privilege and discrimination greatly impact how substance use and substance
users are perceived and treated.

Substance Use,
Racism and
Privilege

Who is protected from harm and who is exposed to it
While some people are protected from harms and offered care when they
are drunk or high, many are exposed to harm, denied care and experience
discrimination based on substance use or presumed use.

Humorous and Harmless or dangerous and problematic?
Stigma, stereotypes and racial discrimination often dictate whether or not a
person’s behavior while intoxicated is deemed humorous and harmless or
dangerous and problematic and this influences what kind of care they
receive

SUBSTANCE USE OUTSIDE OF BINARIES
A harm reduction informed approach allows for substance use
outside of rigid binaries and labels.
• Indulging or using ‘hard’ drugs is not always chaotic or
problematic use, moderation doesn’t necessarily equal a
healthy relationship
• Abstinence is not always a desirable, safe or helpful option
• No one is immune to habitual, problematic use or addiction
when substance use is involved.
• Instead of fitting into ‘normal’ use, we can start thinking
about the relationship YOU want with substances and how
to create that

MEDICALIZATION OF USE VERSUS SOCIAL FACTORS
The most commonly used and widely accepted model of addiction and
substance use is the Bio-psychosocial model
• biology and genetics
• psychology like trauma, mental illness and emotional regulation
• social factors like income inequality, racism and social determinants of
health
These all impact a person’s relationship with substances and makes them
more or less vulnerable to addiction.
Disease versus disorder Disease implies being sick and experiencing
symptoms. For over 70% of those who meet the criteria for a substance use
disorder, this affliction is not a chronic or relapsing experience

Naloxone Training

• An Overdose is when the body has been exposed to an unsafe amount
of a substance that overwhelms the body and ceases normal
functioning, especially breathing and consciousness

What is an
Overdose?

• Opioids fit into receptors that also control the drive to breathe. If
someone can not breathe, or is not breathing enough, the oxygen
levels in the blood decrease. This oxygen starvation eventually stops
other vital organs like the heart and then brain. This can lead to
unconsciousness, blue lips and fingers, coma, then death.
• Many argue against the term "Overdose" as they say it implies
irresponsible or careless use.
• Most drug poisonings are not caused by reckless over exposure, but
accidental exposure to additional substances, reactions with other
drugs in system, and unsafe environments and conditions that force
riskier use.
• Other terms are: Opioid poisoning, Drug toxicity deaths, Fentanyl
poisoning, mixed drug toxicity/ poisoning, toxic combination of drugs

What are the symptoms of
an opioid poisoning?
How to spot an opioid poisoning.

Signs and Symptoms of
an Opioid Overdose
• The person cannot stay awake, walk or talk
• Slow or absent breathing, snoring or gurgling.
• Less than 10-12 breaths per minute (A breath
every five seconds is normal)
• Slow or absent pulse
• Blue, white or grey lips or nails
• Body is limp or unresponsive
• Vomiting
• Tiny pupils

What is Naloxone?
•NALOXONE IS AN ANTIDOTE TO AN
OPIOID OVERDOSE, SCIENTIFICALLY
PROVEN TO REVERSE THE EFFECTS
QUICKLY (WITHIN 5-10 MINUTES)
GIVEN FOR OVER 40 YEARS BY
EMERGENCY RESPONDERS BUT WITH A
LITTLE TRAINING ANYONE CAN USE IT
EFFECTIVELY AND SAVE A LIFE
•

•IT IS NOT A NARCOTIC, IS NONADDICTIVE AND HAS NO EFFECTS IF
OPIOIDS ARE NOT PRESENT

What is in a
Naloxone Kit?
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT

INSTRUCTIONS &
INFORMATION

NALOXONE &
ADMINISTRATORS

3 Alcohol Swabs
2 non-latex gloves
One-Way rescue
breathing Barrier mask

SAVE ME Steps
Safety Instructions

3 Glass viles of 0.4mg/ml
Naloxone
3 Auto-retractable safety
syringes (3cc 25g x 1")
3 Plastic Vile Breakers

SAVE ME Steps for Responding to an Overdose

STIMULATE
Can you wake the person?
Try shaking them, saying their name, if this is not effective
in waking them, call 911 immediately.

Save Me Steps

AIRWAY
Make sure their airway in clear and open, nothing is
blocking the airway such as food, gum, pills, rig caps, etc.
VENTILATE
Breathe for them if they are not breathing on their own.
This is especially important if the person has Benzos in
their system like Xanax, Ativan or Valium.
EVAULUATE
Are they any better? If not, prepare Naloxone. If you are
the sole responder, stop breaths temporarily while you get
Naloxone ready.

INJECTION PREPERATION
Make sure Naloxone is in the bottom of vile, then break the vile with the
Naloxone Breaker. Fill the needle with Naloxone, break up air bubbles,
push out any extra air in needle
MUSCULAR INJECTION

Save Me
Steps

Inject 1mL of Naloxone into a muscle at 90-degree angle in a fatty part
of the body (Arm, thighs and Buttocks are best locations). It can be given
through clothing. Syringes are auto-rectractable
EVALUATE AND CALL
If you have not already called 911, call now because there might be
another medical emergency that Naloxone will not reverse, the person
could overdose again or require more Naloxone doses than you have.
SUPPORT AND REPEAT
Evaluate and support. If Naloxone had no effect within 2-3 minutes
administer another dose. Put person in recovery position and stay
with them until help arrives.

Support and After Care

Important
Notes

WITHDRAWAL

TEMPERATURE

Because Naloxone pushes
Opioids out of the system,
withdrawal is a common symptom.
This can look like nausea,
vomiting, sweating, rapid heart
beat, increased blood pressure,
shakiness and in extreme cases,
seizures.

Naloxone Kits should be
kept between 15-30
Degrees Celsius

IF YOU LEAVE

WHEN FENTANYL IS INVOLVED

If you need to leave for any
reason after calling 911 put the
person in the recovery position
and if you can, leave a note with
as much information as you can to
help first responders

Fentanyl is known to take up to
eight doses of Naloxone to bring
someone back. In extreme cases
this number is as high as above
20. This is another reason it is
crucial to call 911

The Good Samaritan
Drug Overdose Act

SAVING A LIFE IS THE HIGHEST PRIORITY
Saving a life is the highest priority during an opioid overdose and there is a
law in place to protect those who choose to help.
PROTECTS YOU FROM POSESSION CHARGES

The Good
Samaritan
Drug Overdose
Act

The Good Samaritan Law protects you if you have taken substances or have
substances on you from: simple possession charges or violation of conditions
regarding simple possession in: pre-trial release, conditional sentences,
probation orders, or parole.
WHO IT COVERS
This law applies to the person who has overdosed, the person who seeks
help, and anyone at the scene when help arrives.
WHAT IT DOES NOT COVER
Other non-drug related offences
Drug trafficking or drug production
pre-trial release, probation order, conditional sentence and parole violations
outside of simple drug possession

The Good Samaritan
Drug Overdose Act
Wanting to avoid police intervention during an overdose is the
most common reason people do not call 911. We can respect
concern and help in avoiding police intervention by:
• Reporting what you see: Breathing has slowed, person is
turning blue, has cold or clammy skin.
• Don't use the words 'drugs' or 'overdose'
• Keep noise to a minimum
• Stay with person and make sure everyone is aware of the act
and is making sure this is followed
Unfortunately we have heard of officers still charging people with
possession when responding to an overdose.
If this happens:
• Take down the officers badge number
• Contact the police station and ask to speak to a Sergeant
• Calmly explain the situation and they will have the charges
dropped

Contact us when you
need a replacement kit!

Make a note of your expiration date and renew it before
this. If an expired kit is your only option in an emergency
situation, it is safe to use but will be less effective.

Questions?
APSS is a non-profit organization that is dependant on the
generous donations of community members and local
businesses. If you would like to donate, please visit our website.

Melissa Burdon, Education CoordinatorOpioids: Eduopioids@apssregina.ca
Shannon Harvey-Benoit, Client Care
Opioids: Opsupport@apssregina.ca

